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When Children Write Math Stories

Reports about the use of writing to learn mathematics are

numerous (Burton 1985; Davison & Pearce 1988; Fennell & Ammon 1985;

Hosmer 1986; Schubert 1987; Vukovich 1985; Wilde 199). These

articles confirm the benefits of having students write to reflect,

clarify, record or demonstrate their learning in mathematics. A

wide range of writing types were noted including summaries,

definitions, explanations, instructions, notes, predictions, lists

and labels. Nearly all of the reports describe the utilization of

writing for mathematics in the transactional mode; that is, writing

that describes, records, informs, or persuades. However, for

children, the value of stories for engaging and enriching learning

should not be overlooked. Wells (1986, p. 194) states,

"Constructing stories in the mind--or storying, as it has been

called--is one of the most fundamental means of making meaning, as

such it is an activity that pervades all aspects of learning."

Egan (1979, p. 120) also recommends that use of stories in any

curriculum area: "Stories are the most effective tools for making

their content meaningful." Based on a commitment to the power of

stories in all curriculum areas (Lauritzen, in press), I decided to

accept the invitation offered by Borasi, Sheedy, and Siegel (1990)

to become intrigued by mathematical stories.

From January to May, 1991, I met once a week with two classes

of students, one at second grade and the other at sixth, to share

mathematical stories. Prior to these sessions all the students in

these two classes and also all the other second and sixth graders

in the same school were asked to write a "math story." The



classroom teachers cunducted this writing assignment based on a

prompt / had provided. In May, the same students wrote a second

math story. I had a curiosity, but no preconceived notions, about

the type of writing children would do in response to a request to

write a "math story". In this article I would like to share my

discoveries regarding what the children wrote.

I looked at the children's writing in two ways. First, I

wanted to determine how many students wrote a true story. That is,

was their writing based on a narrative structure with characters

who experienced conflict that was resolved in some way? The

results of this analysis are in Table 1. The percentages show that

sixth graders are much more likely tc meet the dual requirement of

combining math with a story. In January, few second graders could

accomplish this task. Mile all of them included a math component,

they were much more likely to incorporate it into a piece of

writing that was either expressive or transactional. Figure 1

shows second grade examples of expressive and transactional

writing. Although second graders as a group increased in their

ability to combine math and story, those students who read and

listened to children's literature for four months did create a

larger percentage of stories in May than the other second grade

students who had not experienced math-related literature. Figure

2 is a math story written by a second grader in May. In contrast

to the second graders, most sixth graders were initially able to

utilize a narrative structure. In addition, sixth graders seemed

able to benefit from experience with math story models since all

the students in the participating group wrote stories in May. The
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changes in both second and sixt:.. grade indicate that children can

learn to write math stories by participating in reading and

listening to math-related stories.

In order to determine if there was any qualitative differences

in the stories, their writing was examined a second time. Since so

few second graders had written narratives, only the sixth grade

stories were included in this second analysis. I wanted to

discover how students had used math within the stories. I found

that the stories could be categorized by how integral the

mathematics was to the story. Some students simply used numbers in

their stories. For example, one student wrote "One day a dude

name Joe was driving down a dirt road out of Lakeview, Oregon when

he saw a small opening in the side of a large cliff. The opening

was about 3 feet wide and 5 feet long--just enough for him to get

through so he went in. The room they were in was about 10 feet

wide and 7 or 8 feet high and was shaped like a circle." The use

of numbers in this category of story had little connection with the

central idea of the story. A second group of stories were those

that contained translation problems. In these stories such as the

one in Figure 31 something was counted, measured, or sorted; money

was used; or a basic arithmetic operation was needed. These were

similar to the word problems found in math textbooks. And,

interestingly, nearly all the stories in this category were on the

topic of money. A third category were stories that emphasized plot

and characters and had characters who used math in some way. These

stories were different from a fourth type in which the solution of

a mathematical problem was central to resolving the conflict of the



story. The final category was comprised of stories in which the

story itself was used to explain a mathematical concept. I view

these categories as a type of hierarchy with each successive

category incorporating a more integral use of mathematics in the

story. Table 2 gives the percentages of student stories in each of

these categories. The majority of the students' stories are in the

lowest two categories. What is noteworthy is that the students

exposed to weekly sessions of story reading wrote a greater variety

of stories and write more stories in the upper part of the

hierarchy including some concept stories. Figure 4 is a concept

story written by a sixth grader in May. Stories of this type could

be used to help other students understand mathematical concepts.

While my major purpose of conducting math story sessions with

the second and sixth grade students was to facilitate their

learning of math concepts through stories, the improvements in

writing math stories was a fascinating side effect. Students tend

to write following the models they have experienced. Students

whose only model for mathematical writing is their textbooks tend

to write word problems similar to those in the textbooks. Students

provided with well-written works of children's literature have a

different model--one that allows them to explore math concepts

through narratives. My experience leads me to believe that all

children benefit from the use of story in their learning of

mathematics. I invite you to become intrigued with the power of

reading and writing mathematical stories.



Table 1: Percentages of types of writing

Group 2-A
Jan. May

Group 2-8
Jan. May

Group 6-A
Jan. May

Group 6-13
Jan. May

Expressive 9% 0% 18% 16% 0% 0% 4% 0%

Transactional 91% 67% 76% 71% 11% 0% 15% 32%

Narrative 0% 33% 6% 13% 89% 100% 81% 68%

*Groups 2-A and 6-A participated in math story sessions.

Table 2: Level of Mathematics/Story integration

Group 6-A* Group 6-8
January May January May

Numbers only 37% 8% 22% 23%

Translation problem 5% 26% 55% 59%

Character usec math 16% 19% 0% 9%

Math Involved in solving
story confict 21% 19% 11% 4.5%

Concept story 0% 8% 0% 0%

Other 21% 20% lny 4.5%

L*Group 6-A participated In math story sessions. Group 643 did not.
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Figure 1: Second grade expressive and transactional writing
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Figure 2: Second grade story
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Figure 3: A sixth grade story with a translation problem using money

One day after hours of laying around watching game shows and MTV all day I decided to go to
the show, so I called by best friend Kendra. She said that she could go and away we went.
After standing in line with a $5.00 bill in my hand I walked up to the window and got a ticket for
$2,00. (They raised the price from $1.50.) I handed the lady named Catherine my $5.00 and got
$3.00 back. At intermission I was hungry for a Snickers so naturally I bought one. That cost
$.50 and a bucket of popcorn sounded good so I bought that too. The popcorn was $.75. Out
of my $3,00 I had $1.75 left over. What could I do with that? Oh, well, what do we have here?
A bag of gummy bears for $.501 *And some gummy bears" I told the lady. $1.25 was ail I had
left. I could save it I decided but then it hit me! NERDS! I didn't buy any so naturally (again) I
had to buy some for $.50. I'm down to $.75. Bankruptcy was gaining fast. Then Kendra showed
up having found Erika, Shandi, Marie, Celeste and Brooke! They all needed a quarter to get the
food they wanted. So the sweet person that I am gave them each a quarter. But there was a
slight problem. I didn't have enough quarters. So I . . I . where was I . oh ya . . I gave
back my Nerds to get my $.50 back, gave them each a quarter and went to sit down. But Rachel
was sitting in my seat. I said, "Hey" and then she asked "Can I borrow a quarter?* OH NOI

Figure 4: A concept story written by d sixth grader

A long time ago there were two llama herders. They owned about 300 llamas. They also ownedi
1 large field. These people wanted to put some fences to divide up the large field. They put in
2 fences with 100 llamas in there a piece. That was settled, but they lived up in the Andes and it
was very cold. The llamas grew thick winter coats and then shed them. Why let ail those furs
go to waste? They could shear them and sell the fur. There was only one problem. Too many
llamas. By the time they got to ail the llamas they would've shed their fur by then. If they only
did the first hundred, those sheared llamas would be freezing cold. What could they do? Then
their ranch hand got an idea. Just shear one-third of the llamas wool of every one. They did
that in enough time, but the llamas looked weird with Just their back end sheared off. People
around thought they were nutty. The llamas back ends started turning blue. So from then on
they sheared one-third of each llamas in stripes. How could they do that? They made 4 even
stripes that about equaled one-third. They painted the llamas stripes black and people thought
they were zebras. The black paint absorbed good sun so the llamas wouldn't be cold. How

hey pay for the paint? They used half of the money from selling wool. Everything
b bies 400 llamas. More fencing was needed. The

if would t
worked out perfectly until the llamas ha
end.
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